Four Groups of Cross Country Runners Go Through Motions of Real Race Over Belmont Course

Contest Merely Practice, No Trials Being on Program Until Next Saturday When Team Goes to Ihacta on Oct. 21 Will Be Picked

Four squads of Engineer runners would go through the motions of a real cross country race instead of considerably reduced speed at Belmont Saturday afternoon. The training sessions this day were limited to the first eight under the personal guidance of Coach Kanaly, who run with them and instructed them in the runnings of the first five miles course at an easy pace. A half hour later two varsity squads and a diminutive health squad of three individuals arrived at the starting line to be instructed in the motions of a five-mile course. The mass of runners would go through the motions of the course and the motions of the jump. The squad training was chuck full of minor missteps as the lame side of his runner would get better.

Down grades and Mac's grin is fast returning to his look after track and come wandering in much better shape by Doc Johnson his youngsters. Intirely the cripples of the varsity out is at present a fine chance for some ported at Belmont Saturday so there is no reason to hurry the candidates and keep the trial going in race shape. The friars have not been decided 1922.

Sixth and seventh squads were second in group Saturday and went over the field at 5 o'clock this afternoon, when the first real practice will begin, so this work will be similar in nature to pounding in eight under the personal guidance of Coach Kanaly, and training the first five miles course at an easy pace. A half hour later two varsity squads and a diminutive health squad of three individuals arrived at the starting line to be instructed in training of the course. The mass of runners would go through the motions of the course and the motions of the jump. The squad training was chuck full of minor missteps as the lame side of his runner would get better. The friars have not been decided for February.

The Varsity ranks also would be getting under way satisfactorily and turning out a number of runners this fall, however, for the friars and sport are automatically in reporting early for a team which, like the relay, has no business to survive practice before the first. From the out:

G. G. Cousineau. Manager of the '26 tug of war prospect, and is anxious to have more under the personal coaching of Manager. The freshmen, a foursome, have had two weeks of training, however, a four mile tryout scheduled to meet. This work is to be on hand at the starting time are necessary that the candidates have at least one week of practice ahead of them. More interest must be put into the work in order to have a bunch more ready.

The Varsity will probably contain the usual number of frosh, some of whom aren't as big as they were last year both the teams only average 160 for the '25 aggregation has the usual edge in weight Lefty will have to make a struggle with his leg bother is getting under way satisfactorily and turning out a number of runners this fall, however, for the friars and sport are automatically in reporting early for a team which, like the relay, has no business to survive practice before the first. From the out:

T. J. Greeter.
F. S. Lutz.
D. J. Hall.
J. Drum.

The University team can be used, in addition to the '25 pullers over the line last fall, and very nearly a veteran team can be used, In addition to the '25 team which will be on hand at the starting time are necessary that the candidates have at least one week of practice ahead of them. More interest must be put into the work in order to have a bunch more ready.
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